Maths Activity
Make a symmetrical collage using
objects you have in your home or
materials you can find outside.

Science Activity
LEGO Ice Excavation

Reading Activity
Pick a book to recommend to
a friend. Write a book review
telling your friend why you
think they would like your
chosen book.

Writing Activity
Build a rocket and blast into space!
Write a story about what happened
when you went into space. What
planets did you visit? What was it
like there? Did you meet any aliens?

RE Activity
Hajj Pilgrimage
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsrou
nd/24566691
Annually, every summer the
Islamic faith go on a
pilgrimage to Mecca for many
important reasons. Read the
article and watch the video.
Then can you write a list of
reasons as to why it is such
an important event.?

Run or walk around a space and
when your grown up calls out
different beans you have to do these
moves:
Runner bean - run on the spot
Baked bean - roll into a ball
Jumping bean - jump!
Jelly bean - wiggle your body like
jelly.

PSHE Activity

Music Activity

Art Activity

Can you make a sensory bottle?

Can you learn a hymn?
Have a look on
www.godtube.com and find a
favourite song - can you learn
it and maybe add some
actions? Maybe even make
an extra verse? Send us a
video!

No sew sock friends

Freeze a LEGO man and a dinosaur
in some ice.Once frozen feel the ice
very carefully. Talk about how it feels
a little sticky.
Discuss where would be the best
place to put the ice for it to melt.
How could you speed up the melting
process?

Follow this link for instructions on
how to make a sensory bottle.
https://www.bakerross.co.uk/craft-ide
as/kids/glitter-sensory-bottles/

PE Activity
Beans Game

Using the materials above, create
your own animal pal. Follow the link
to find the instructions.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LK
ymRdmpnYM

